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Spring Lectures 2019 at BIG Little Science Centre 
 

There are some wonderful lectures happening at BIG Little Science Centre 
this spring. Join us for some interesting adult conversation about the world 

around us, and the people near and dear to us.  

Please note the different start times for different lectures. 

 

Green Energy in the 21st Century. 
Wednesday May 15, at 7:00pm 

Vladimir Grebenyuk will discuss Green Energy Alternatives that are 

available now. As a means of combatting climate change what are some 

alternatives that we can use? A fantastic opportunity to discover methods 

that are readily available and practical to help make a difference. Bring your 

questions and thoughts to what is shaping up to be a lively discussion. 

 

Understanding Communication and Dementia. 
Thursday May 23, at 6:30pm 

Tara Hildebrand, Support and Education Coordinator for the Alzheimer 

Society of B.C. will help caregivers gain an understanding of how 

communication is affected by Alzheimer's disease and other dementias. 

Explore effective ways to communicate and support your person with 

dementia. Questions welcome. For everyone whether you are directly 

caring for someone or interacting as a family member or friend. 
 

Book Launch, Reading, and Book Signing for 
"A Bee Named BOB." 

Wednesday May 29, at 6:30pm 
BIG Little Science Centre is delighted to present Master Gardener, artist, 

and author Elaine Sedgman at her book launch for an engaging new 
children’s book about native bees. This story book is full of information 

about Blue Orchard Bees (BOB), their adventures and life cycle. Sure to be a 

practical teaching tool for librarians and teachers, this beautifully 

illustrated book will be a hit for children of all ages. Children are welcome 

for this interactive launch, with games and snacks available. 
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Science in Film Production 
Wednesday June 19, at 7:00pm 

Joris Ekering will cover many aspects of the world of film, answering 
questions such as "How do they do that?" and "How come I feel this 

way?" Through examining frame rate, camera position, lighting principles, 

green screen work, other special effects, and even the psychology of 

directing, we will discover secrets behind the making of movies.  

For everyone interested in film and movie magic.  

 

Understanding Behaviour and Personal Planning, when 

involved with people with Dementia.  

Thursday June 27, at 6:30pm 
Tara Hildebrand, Support and Education Coordinator for the Alzheimer 

Society of B.C. returns for this final lecture on working and living with people 

with dementia. Learn how behaviour is a form of responding to outside 

stimuli, and explore ways to decrease the occurrence of behaviours 

that concern us. Learn the importance of early planning, review the 

documents that need to be considered, and look at strategies to ensure the 

person living with dementia's wishes are honoured. Questions welcome. For 
everyone whether you are directly caring for someone or interacting as a 

family member or friend. 

 

 

 

Sponsored by the Kiwanis Club of Kamloops. 

Refreshments are included. 

Doors open 30 minutes before an event.  

Entry by donation, no matter how much. 

We look forward to having you join us for these 

marvelous presentations. 
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